Greetings Affiliates,

Below, please find this week’s bulletin of humanities events at OSU. More information about Institute and Center events can be found at https://huminst.osu.edu/events, and the full calendar of humanities events is posted at https://huminst.osu.edu/humanities-events-osu. If you’re aware of any scheduled events that aren’t yet on that calendar, please let us know!

Also, be sure to “like” us on Facebook and check out our Twitter feed for more news, event listings, links, and humanities-related miscellany.

Season’s greetings! As the term comes to a close, the Humanities Institute would like to announce that the next issue of the weekly email digest will come out on January 6, 2020. Have a safe and relaxing break, and we’ll see you next year!

Humanities Weekly Digest

News Items of the Week:

Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies: Nicholas G. Howe Research Grant Program Deadline UPDATE

Thanks to the generosity of donors to the Nicholas G. Howe Memorial Fund, CMRS will offer funding for graduate students working on any aspect of the Middle Ages or Renaissance. First preference will be given to students traveling to appropriate research repositories. Second preference will be given to students traveling to conferences/seminars. The Director of the Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies, in consultation with a committee of faculty affiliates of the Center, is responsible for adjudicating all applications for funding. Please also note that previous recipients are permitted to reapply for these grants, but that, all else equal, first-time applicants will receive priority consideration. Students not enrolled at The Ohio State University during Spring Semester 2020 are not eligible to apply. The deadline for this grant is February 28, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. If you have any questions, please contact cmrs@osu.edu.

Center for Medieval and Renaissance Studies: Stanley J. Kahrl and Barbara A. Hanawalt Essay Awards Deadline UPDATE

Each year CMRS recognizes outstanding papers written by OSU students in medieval or renaissance courses with our Stanley J. Kahrl and Barbara A. Hanawalt Awards for best undergraduate and graduate student essay. In spring, papers are nominated by CMRS faculty affiliates, and judged by a committee of affiliate faculty
and the CMRS Director. Award winners receive a $150 prize. The deadline for this essay award is March 23, 2020 at 5:00 p.m. For information about the nomination process and dates, check the News page or contact cmrs@osu.edu.

**East Asian Studies Scholarship Competitions Now Open**

The East Asian Studies Center is accepting applications for the 2020 Louise Zung-Nyi Loh Memorial Scholarship and the Intensive Chinese Language Scholarship. The Louise Loh Scholarship is open to graduate and undergraduate students in any department who have an academic specialization and research interests in East Asian studies. The Intensive Chinese Language Scholarship is designed to accelerate the acquisition of Chinese language skills for future careers related to China. This scholarship is geared toward undergraduates pursuing dual degrees in Chinese language and related fields. **Apply by March 2.**

[Read more](#)
[Contact](#)